What is a family history of breast cancer?

Most cases of breast cancer are not related to an increased risk in the family. However, about one in 10 women with breast cancer have a significant family history of the disease. At least one in 10 men with breast cancer have a family history too.

If there are a number of people in your family with breast or ovarian cancer or if relatives were diagnosed with breast cancer at a young age (eg under 40), this may indicate that there is an increased risk that you or others in your family will develop the disease. It doesn’t mean you will definitely get breast cancer, but it may mean it is more likely than for people without a family history.

Some gene faults (called BRCA1 and BRCA2) that increase breast cancer risk can also increase the risk of some ovarian cancers, which is why we mention both cancers above.
Who to see if you have concerns about cancers in your family

If you have concerns about any cancers in your family, you should see your GP. If you are currently receiving treatment for breast cancer, your breast care team at the hospital can help you.

Your doctor will ask about any cancers in blood relatives, work out whether your family history suggests you may be at increased risk of breast cancer and, if so, refer you to a specialist. Both men and women can be referred to specialist services.

Information to take with you

Your doctor will want to know the following information about any of your first degree relatives (your parents, sisters, brothers and children) and second degree relatives (your grandparents, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews, any half-brothers or half-sisters and grandchildren) diagnosed with cancer:

For each relative who has had or currently has cancer:

- Where in their body the cancer started
- Their age when first diagnosed with cancer

They may also ask you for information about:

- Whether any relatives have had more than one cancer (which could include cancer in both breasts).
- Whether your family has any Jewish ancestry (this is relevant because faulty genes that increase breast cancer risk are more common in people with Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry).

Your assessment will be based on the information you give your doctor, so be as accurate as you can. Don’t worry if you are unable to find out all this information – just do your best.

Talking to your family before your appointment may help you get the best picture possible of your family’s history of cancer.

If more relatives are diagnosed with cancer in the future your assessment may change, so remember to keep your doctor updated.
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